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Let Q1 , Q2 # Z[X, Y, Z] be two ternary quadratic forms and u1 , u2 # Z. In this
paper we consider the problem of solving the system of equations
Q1(x, y, z)=u1 ,
(1)
Q2(x, y, z)=u2 in x, y, z # Z with gcd(x, y, z)=1.
According to Mordell [12] the coprime solutions of
Q0(x, y, z)=u1Q2(x, y, z)&u2 Q1(x, y, z)=0
can be presented by finitely many expressions of the form x= fx( p, q), y= fy( p, q),
z= fz( p, q), where fx , fy , fz # Z[P, Q] are binary quadratic forms and p, q are
coprime integers. Substituting these expressions into one of the equations of (1), we
obtain a quartic homogeneous equation in two variables. If it is irreducible it is a
quartic Thue equation, otherwise it can be solved even easier. The finitely many
solutions p, q of that equation then yield all solutions x, y, z of (1).
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We also discuss two applications. In [8] we showed that the problem of solving
index form equations in quartic numbers fields K can be reduced to the resolution
of a cubic equation F(u, v)=i and a corresponding system of quadratic equations
Q1(x, y, z)=u, Q2(x, y, z)=v, where F is a binary cubic form and Q1 , Q2 are
ternary quadratic forms. In this case the application of the new ideas for the resolu-
tion of (1) leads to quartic Thue equations which split over the same quartic
field K. The second application is to the calculation of all integral points of an
elliptic curve.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let Q1 , Q2 # Z[X, Y, Z] be non-proportional quadratic forms (especially,
none of them identically 0) and u1 , u2 given rational integers. We want to
solve the system of equations
Q1(x, y, z)=u1
(2)
Q2(x, y, z)=u2 in x, y, z # Z with gcd(x, y, z)=1.
Obviously, any solution (x, y, z) of (2) satisfies
Q0(x, y, z)=0 (3)
for
Q0(X, Y, Z)=u1 Q2(X, Y, Z)&u2 Q1(X, Y, Z). (4)
By Mordell [12] there are finitely many binary quadratic forms
fx , fy , fz # Z[P, Q] such that all solutions of (2) are given by
x= fx( p, q), y= fy( p, q), z= fz( p, q) ( p, q # Z with gcd( p, q)=1).
We substitute the parametric expressions for x, y, z into (2) and obtain
homogeneous quartic equations in two variables
Fi ( p, q)=Qi ( fx( p, q), fy( p, q), fz( p, q))=ui in p, q # Z (i=1, 2).
(5)
Equation (5) can be solved by known methods [13, 16]. The solutions are
used to determine all solutions of the original system of equations (2).
As an application of this method we develop an algorithm for the com-
plete resolution of index form equations in arbitrary quartic number fields
K. In a series of papers [27] the authors discussed the resolution of index
form equations in special types of quartic fields. Those methods strongly
depend on the Galois group of the field K. In [8] we showed that the index
form equation in K can be reduced to a cubic equation
F(u, v)=i in u, v # Z (6)
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and a corresponding system of quadratic equations
Q1(x, y, z)=u, Q2(x, y, z)=v, (7)
where F is a binary cubic form and Q1 , Q2 are ternary quadratic forms.
Equation (6) is a cubic Thue equation when F is irreducible. In that case
it can be solved by the methods of [13, 16]. When F is reducible the solu-
tions of (6) can be calculated easily. For the obtained values u, v we then
need to solve (7). With the methods described above we get a quartic Thue
equation which splits over the field K.
The following theorem is a consequence of the results in Section 3:
Theorem 1. Let K be a quartic number field, m a positive integer,
I(x, y, z) an index form for K. Then the solutions of the index form equation
I(x, y, z)= \m in x, y, z # Z
are rational expressions of the integer solutions of finitely many quartic Thue
equations for the field K.
Thus, we obtain a general algorithm for the complete resolution of index
form equations in arbitrary quartic fields. It reduces that problem to the
resolution of a cubic equation (6) and several quartic Thue equations. We
note the similarity with the situation in cubic fields for which the index
form equation is a cubic Thue equation [9].
This new approach to index form equations in quartic fields is entirely
different from the known methods of Nagell [11] and Gyo ry [10]. We
emphasize that from a computational point of view our ideas are certainly
superior since there already exist easily applicable computational methods
for the resolution of Thue equations. This is not the case, however, for unit
equations involved in [10].
To illustrate the power of our methods we solve several index form equa-
tions in totally real quartic fields with Galois group A4 and S4 at the end
of the paper. For a comparison, using Gyo ry's method one had to solve
unit equations in the Galois closure of the field under consideration, i.e. in
a field of degree 12 or 24, respectively. Because of the large unit rank this
could not be done with known methods on available computing machinery.
Another application is to the calculation of integral points on elliptic
curves. This will be discussed in greater detail in a forthcoming paper. Here
we just remark that the task of determining all (x, y) # Z2 satisfying
y2=x3+ax+b
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for fixed a, b # Z subject to 4(&a)3&27b2{0 can be reduced to
simultaneous representations of integers by a pair of ternary quadratic
forms using ideas of Mordell [12]. In section 4 we present two illustrative
examples.
2. Simultaneous Representations by Ternary Quadratic Forms
A non-trivial solution (xQ , yQ , zQ) of (3) can be found by rewriting the
form Q0(X, Y, Z) as a sum of three squares and applying Theorems 3 and
5 of Chapter 7 of [12]. Without loss of generality we assume that zQ{0.
Following [12] we write all solutions x, y, z of (3) in a parametric form
x=rxQ+p
y=ryQ+q (8)
z=rzQ
with rational parameters r, p, q and substitute them into (3). (xQ , yQ , zQ)
is a solution of (3), hence we get
r(c1 p+c2 q)=c3 p2+c4 pq+c5 q2, (9)
where the integer parameters c1 , ..., c5 are easily calculated. Next we multi-
ply (8) with (c1 p+c2 q). In addition, we multiply these equations with the
square of the common denominator of p, q to obtain all integer relations.
We divide those by gcd( p, q)2 and obtain
k } x= fx( p, q)=c11 p2+c12 pq+c13q2,
k } y= fy( p, q)=c21 p2+c22 pq+c23 q2, (10)
k } z= fz( p, q)=c31 p2+c32 pq+c33 q2,
where k # Z0, cij # Z (1i, j3) and the parameters p, q are coprime.
Substituting the representation (10) for x, y, z into the equations of (2)
we get
Fi ( p, q)=Qi ( fx( p, q), fy( p, q), fz( p, q))=k2ui ( p, q # Z; i=1, 2). (11)
We remark that the resolution of (11) becomes trivial for k=0 or ui=0.
We note that k=0 is possible only if c1 p+c2 q=0. In the sequel we there-
fore assume k{0. To characterize the potential values of k we use the
following lemma.
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Lemma 1. Let C=(cij)1i, j3 be the matrix with entries cij from (10).
Then we have
|det(C)|=4 |det(Q0)| |zQ | 3. (12)
The proof of the lemma is obtained by straightforward calculation.
Lemma 1 implies that C is a regular matrix if and only if Q0 is regular.
If C is singular then (10) is easily reduced to a system of two quadratic
equations in two variables which can be easily solved. In the sequel we
therefore assume that C is regular.
Let C&1=(c ij det(C))1i, j3 with integers c ij . If we consider (10) as a
system of linear equations in the variables p2, pq, q2 we obtain by Cramer's
rule
det(C) } p2=k } (c 11 x+c 12 y+c 13z),
det(C) } q2=k } (c 31 x+c 32 y+c 33z).
Hence, k divides both left-hand sides and, because of p, q being coprime
integers, k divides det(C)gcd[cij | 1i, j3]3. This restricts the potential
values of k. We note that according to Lemma 1 the best choice for zQ is
the one with the smallest number of divisors among the non-zero coor-
dinates of the known non-trivial integer solutions of (3).
To diminish the number of possibilities for k further we check whether
the system (10) is solvable modulo k such that the gcd of the residue
classes of p and q is coprime to k.
For all remaining possible values of k we need to find the solutions of
(11) for i=1, 2. We already considered those cases in which one of the
right-hand sides vanishes. For non-zero right-hand sides equation (11) can
be one of several types:
 If Fi is irreducible then (11) is a quartic Thue equation which can
be solved by known methods (see. e.g. [13, 16]);
 If Fi is a fourth power of a linear form or a square of an irreducible
quadratic form of positive discriminant, then (11) can have infinitely many
solutions (cf. Siegel [15]);
 In all other cases (11) is easy to solve.
For all solutions p, q of (11) we calculate the corresponding values of
x, y, z from (10) and test whether (2) holds.
3. Index Form Equations in Quartic Fields
Let K=Q(!) be a quartic number field and f (x)=x4+a1x3+a2x2+
a3 x+a4 # Z[x] the minimal polynomial of !. Let |1=1, |2 , |3 , |4 be an
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integral basis of K and denote by I(X, Y, Z) the index form corresponding
to it (cf. e.g. [2]). As an application of the method developed in Section 2
we want to determine all solutions of the index form equation
I(x0 , y0 , z0)= \m (x0 , y0 , z0 # Z) (13)
for m # Z>0. The smallest m for which (13) is solvable is called the minimal
index of K. If the minimal index is 1 then the solutions of (13) yield all
power integral bases of K. We note that the following theory holds also for
non-maximal orders.
As in [8] we assume that the integral basis of K is given in the form
|i=
1
d
:
4
j=1
wij! j&1 (i=1, ..., 4) (14)
with |1=1, wij , d # Z.
Let us suppose that (x0 , y0 , z0) is a solution of (13). Using (14) we
rewrite
:=x0|2+y0|3+z0|4 (15)
in the form
:=
a:+x1!+y1!2+z1!3
d
. (16)
We make use of the main results of [8]:
Lemma 2. Let im=d 6mn, where n is the index of !. The element :=
x0 |2+y0|3+z0|4 is a solution of (13) if and only if there is a solution
(u, v) # Z2 of the cubic equation
F(u, v): =u3&a2 u2v+(a1 a3&4 a4) uv2+(4 a2 a4&a23&a
2
1a4) v
3=\im
(17)
such that (x1 , y1 , z1) of (16) satisfies
Q1(x1 , y1 , z1)=x21&x1y1a1+y
2
1a2+x1z1(a
2
1&2a2)+y1z1(a3&a1a2)
+z21(&a1a3+a
2
2+a4)=u,
Q2(x1 , y1 , z1)= y21&x1z1&a1 y1z1+z
2
1a2=v. (18)
We note that F(u, 1) is the cubic resolvent of the polynomial f.
The form F(U, V) of (17) is either reducible (if the Galois group of K is
C4, V4 or D8), in which case the resolution of (17) is trivial, or irreducible
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(if the Galois group is S4 or A4), when (17) is a cubic Thue equation
which is then solved by methods from [13, 16].
For every solution (u, v) of (17) we want to determine the corresponding
solutions (x1 , y1 , z1) of (18). The method developed in Section 2 is
applicable only if x1 , y1 , z1 are coprime. Hence, we set d1=gcd (x1 , y1 , z1).
Then it follows from (17) and (18) that d21 divides gcd (u, v) and d
6
1 divides
im and there remain very few possible values for d1 . The following steps
must be performed for all these values. Set
x2=
x1
d1
, y2=
y1
d1
, z2=
z1
d1
. (19)
Then gcd(x2 , y2 , z2)=1 and from (18) we obtain
Q1(x2 , y2 , z2)=
u
d21
, Q2(x2 , y2 , z2)=
v
d21
. (20)
For the resolution of the system of the last two equations we apply the
methods of Section 2. Because of the special structure of the quadratic
forms in (18) we stipulate zQ{0 in the sequel. Then Lemma 1 becomes
|zQ |&3 |det(C)|=4 |det(Q0)|=|F(u, v)|=im {0,
hence k{0. For all potential values of k we need to solve the equations
F1( p, q)=Q1( fx( p, q), fy( p, q), fz( p, q))=u1 :=
k2u
d21
, (21)
F2( p, q)=Q2( fx( p, q), fy( p, q), fz( p, q))=v1 :=
k2v
d21
. (22)
For v=0 we consider equation (21), in all other cases (22). In the remainder
of this section we prove that the corresponding quartic equation is a Thue
equation over the original field K. Hence, we need to solve quartic Thue
equations (corresponding to different values k, d1) over just one field. It
therefore suffices to know the basic data (integral basis, fundamental units)
of K=Q(!).
We substitute X=YZ&a1 in the minimal polynomial f of ! and obtain
another quartic form via
g(Y, Z)=Z4 f (YZ&a1)=NKQ(Y&a1Z&!Z). (23)
That form was already of importance in [8]. Now our proof bases on the
observation that in case v=0 the form F1(P, Q) and in case v{0 the form
F2(P, Q) divides the form G(P, Q)=g( fy(P, Q), fz(P, Q)) in Q[P, Q]. We
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begin with two preparatory lemmata and then consider the cases v=0 and
v{0 separately.
3.1. Two Lemmata
Let (u, v) be a solution of (17), Q1(x, y, z), Q2(x, y, z) as in (18) with
Q0(x, y, z) :=uQ2(x, y, z)&vQ1(x, y, z), (24)
and (xQ , yQ , zQ) # Z3 a non-trivial solution of
Q0(xQ , yQ , zQ)=0. (25)
Lemma 3. For (xQ , yQ , zQ){(0, 0, 0) we have |Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ)|+
|Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)|>0.
Proof. Let us assume that |Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ)|+|Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)|=0. If zQ
is zero then Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)=0 implies yQ=0 and from Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ)=0
we get xQ = 0, clearly a contradiction. For zQ { 0 the equation
Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)=0 yields
xQ=
y2Q&a1 yQzQ+a2z
2
Q
zQ
. (26)
Substituting this expression for xQ into Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ)=0 we obtain
y4Q&3a1y
3
Q zQ+(a2+3a
2
1) y
2
Qz
2
Q+(a3&2a1a2&a
3
1) yQz
3
Q
+(a21a2+a4&a1a3) z
4
Q=0,
hence,
f \ yQzQ &a1 +=0.
But this is again a contradiction since f has no rational roots. K
Lemma 4. All solutions (u, v) of (17) and (xQ , yQ , zQ){(0, 0, 0) of (25)
satisfy:
(i) yQ=0 and zQ=0 imply v=0;
(ii) v{0 has Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ){0 as a consequence.
Proof. (i) The conditions yQ=0 and zQ=0 yield Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)=0
and therefore Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ) { 0 because of Lemma 3. From (25) we
obtain
uQ2(xQ , yQ , zQ)=vQ1(xQ , yQ , zQ),
hence, v=0.
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(ii) This is immediate from uQ2(xQ , yQ , zQ)=vQ1(xQ , yQ , zQ) and
Lemma 3. K
3.2. The Case v=0
Theorem 2. We assume that v is zero in (18). By the substitution (8) we
obtain expressions k } x2= fx( p, q), k } y2= fy( p, q), k } z2= fz( p, q) with
k # Z and with quadratic forms fx , fy , fz given in (10). Then equation (21) is
a quartic Thue equation over K.
Proof. Using substitution (8) and v=0 we get
fy( p, q)&a1 fz( p, q)&! fz( p, q)=&uq(zQp&( yQ+zQ!) q).
We put
h( p, q)=zQ p&( yQ+zQ !) q,
H( p, q)=NKQ(h( p, q)),
and we express the coefficients of H( p, q) by yQ , zQ , a1 , ..., a4 .
On the other hand we consider
F1( p, q)=Q1( fx( p, q), fy( p, q), fz( p, q)).
For v=0 equation (25) simply becomes Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)=0 because of
(u, v){(0, 0). Expressing xQ as in (26) and substituting this into F1( p, q)
we obtain
z2Q
u2
F1( p, q)=H( p, q).
Clearly, one root of H( p, 1)=0 is !+yQzQ which is a primitive element
of K. Hence, the form F1( p, q) is irreducible and has a root in K, i.e. (21)
is a Thue equation over K. K
3.3. The Case v{0
Theorem 3. We assume that v{0 in (18) and that by the substitution
(8) we obtain k } x2= fx( p, q), k } y2= fy( p, q), k } z2= fz( p, q) with k # Z
and with quadratic forms fx , fy , fz given by (10). Then equation (22) is a
quartic Thue equation over K.
Proof. I. We first prove that F2( p, q) has a root in K. Again we
consider
fy( p, q)&a1 fz( p, q)&! fz( p, q)=t2p2+t1 pq+t0q2, (27)
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where the coefficients on the right-hand side are
t2=v( yQ&zQa1&zQ!),
t1= &2vxQ+2va2zQ&uzQ+va1zQ!,
t0=va1 xQ&va2 yQ+uyQ&va3 zQ+uzQ!&va2zQ!.
We note that t2{0. It is well-known that t2 p2+t1 pq+t0q2 factorizes
over K iff its discriminant D=t21&4t2 t0 is a square in K. Adding
4vQ0(xQ , yQ , zQ)=0 to D yields
D=z2Q((v
2a21&4v
2a2+4uv) !2+(2uva1&4v2a3) !+u2&4v2a4),
and adding 4v2z2Q f (!)=0 we indeed obtain
D=(zQ(2v!2+va1!+u))2.
We conclude that t2 p2+t1 pq+t0q2 factorizes over K in the form
t2 p2+t1 pq+t0q2=t2( p&\1q)( p&\2q) (28)
with
\1=
&t1&- D
2t2
, \2=
&t1+- D
2t2
.
Similarly to case 3.2 we introduce
h( p, q) :=
1
v
t2( p&\1q)=
1
v \t2 p+
t1+- D
2
q+
=zQq!2+(&zQ p+zQa1q) !+yQp&zQa1 p&xQq+zQa2q
and its norm
H( p, q)=NKQ(h( p, q)),
whose coefficients can be expressed in terms of xQ , yQ , zQ , a1 , ..., a4 .
On the other hand we consider F2( p, q). From Lemma 4(ii) we know
that Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ){0, hence, (25) yields
v=u
Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ)
Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)
.
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Substituting this into F2( p, q) we obtain H( p, q) upon multiplication by
Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ) and division by v2. Therefore F2( p, q) has a root in K.
II. Finally, we show that the root \1 of H( p, 1) is a primitive element
of K implying that (22) is a Thue equation over K. Setting
:=zQ!2+zQa1!+s with s=zQa2&xQ ,
;=&zQ!+t with t=yQ&zQ a1
the element \1=&:; # K is certainly not rational since ! is an irra-
tionality of degree four. Let us assume that \1 is quadratic.
Denote by !i , :i , ;i (i=1, ..., 4) the corresponding conjugates of !, :, ;.
Let G be the Galois group of K. If K has a quadratic subfield, then the
possibilities for G are V4 , C4 and D8 (the dihedral group with 8 elements).
If :; is quadratic, then we may assume, that :1 ;1=:3 ;3{:2 ;2=:4 ;4.
G must induce an operation on [[!1 , !3], [!2 , !4]]. From :1;1=:3 ;3
we deduce
zQ!1 !3&t(!1+!3)&(ta1+s)=0. (29)
Multiplying with zQ and substituting zQ!i=t&;i yields
;1 ;3=t2+tzQa1+zQ s. (30)
Using (29) and (30) we get
:1;3=!1(&zQt!3&zQs)&a1z2Q!1!3&szQ!3+st
=(t2+tzQ a1+zQs)(&!1&!3&a1)=;1;3(!2+!4),
whence
:1
;1
=
:3
;3
=!2+!4 and
:2
;2
=
:4
;4
=!1+!3 , (31)
where the second part follows from the operation of the Galois group.
Similarly, (29) also holds for [!2 , !4], instead of [!1 , !3] which yields
zQ(!1!3&!2!4)=t(!1+!3&!2&!4) or
zQ(!1!3&!2!4+a1(!1+!3&!2&!4))=yQ(!1+!3&!2&!4). (32)
Because of the Lemma 4(ii), v{0 implies Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ){0. u&v(!1!3+
!2 !4) is a factor of F(u, v) (cf. proof of Theorem 1 of [8]). We show that
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Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ)Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)=!1!3+!2!4 , contradicting F(u, v) =
\im{0. Since !1!3+!2!4=a2&(:1:2(;1;2)), it suffices to show (cf. (30))
Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ)&a2 Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)=&:1
:2
;2
;3 . (33)
Let us start with
&:1
:2
;2
;3=a1:1;3+:1 :3
=s2+a1 ts+zQ[zQ!21 !
2
3+a1 t!1!3
+(s+a1 t)(!21+!
2
3+a1(!1+!3))],
where we used (31) in the first and (29) in the last step. Since by (30) the
expression above is equal to its conjugate, it belongs to Q, hence it is
invariant if we substitute [!2 , !4] for [!1 , !3]. Therefore the above equals
s2+a1 ts+
zQ
2
[zQ(!21 !
2
3+!
2
2 !
2
4)+a1 t(!1!3+!2!4)&2a2(s+a1 t)].
Substituting t and using (32) we arrive at
(s&a2zQ)(s+a1 t)+(zQ2)[zQ(!21!
2
3 + !
2
2!
2
4 & a
2
1(!1!3 + !2!4))
+yQ(2a3&(!1+!3&!2 & !4)(!1!3 & !2!4))]
=&xQ(s+a1 t)+a3 yQzQ+z2Q(a4&a1a3)
=Q1(xQ , yQ , zQ)&a2 Q2(xQ , yQ , zQ)
which proves (33). K
Remark. In the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 we used the
computer algebra system Maple. The authors are thankful to the referee for
this version of part II of the proof of Theorem 3. Our original proof did
not make use of Galois group of K and required computations which could
hardly be done without a computer algebra system.
4. Numerical Examples
4.1. Index Form Equations
We illustrate our method by computing the minimal index and all
elements of minimal index in several totally real quartic fields. In [5, 8] we
already gave extensive lists of minimal indices and elements of minimal
index in quartic fields of different signatures. However, a complete resolu-
tion of index form equations was obtained only for totally complex fields,
cyclic fields, bicyclic fields and many fields with dihedral Galois group. In
this paper we exclusively consider totally real fields with Galois group S4
or A4 , cases which could not be solved by other methods so far.
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In the sequel we make use of the field index I(K) of K which is the
greatest common divisor of the indices of all primitive integral elements
of K. I(K) is easy to calculate (cf. [4]). Since the minimal index is divisible
by I(K) this speeds up calculations for I(K)>1.
In our examples we list the discriminant DK of the totally real field
K=Q(!), the minimal polynomial f (x) of !, the signature of K and its
Galois group, an integral basis of K, the index n of !, and the field index
I(K) of K. All m (1mn) divisible by I(K) are candidates for the mini-
mal index of K. We consider them in increasing order until we obtain a
non-trivial solution of the index form equation. For brevity we do not
detail the process of the resolution, but in order to give an impression of
our method, for each m we present the cubic equation (17), and all corre-
sponding quartic equations ((21) or (22)) with all occurring right hand
sides. Finally, we present the minimal index m of the field K and a complete
list of the corresponding solutions of the index form equation (13) up to
sign. We remark, that the input data were taken from the tables of
Buchmann and Ford [1].
Example 1.
DK=1957, f (x)=x4&4x2&x+1, Galois group S4 ,
integral basis [1, !, !2, !3], n=1, I(K)=1,
m=1, F(u, v)=u3+4u2v&4uv2&17v3=\1
F1( p, q)=p4&4p2q2& pq3+q4=\1
F2( p, q)=p4+8p3q+18p2q2+7pq3&3q4=\1
F2( p, q)=p4+15p3q+76p2q2+154pq3+101q4=\1
F2( p, q)=p4& p3q&12p2q2+6pq3+37q4=\1,
Minimal index: m=1,
Solutions: (&12, 1, 3), (&8, 1, 2), (&5, 0, 1), (&4, 0, 1), (&4, 1, 1),
(&3, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (0, 2, 1), (1, 0, 0), (1, 2, &1), (2, 1, &1), (3, 1, &1),
(4, 1, &1), (4, 9, &5), (4, 33, 16), (8, 1, &2), (14, 3, &4).
Example 2.
DK=2777, f (x)=x4&x3&4x2+x+2, Galois group S4 ,
integral basis [1, !, !2, !3], n=1, I(K)=1,
m=1, F(u, v)=u3+4u2v&9uv2&35v3=\1
F1( p, q)=p4+3p3q& p2q2&6pq3&q4=\1
F2( p, q)=p4+8p3q+19p2q2+13pq3+2q4=\1
F2( p, q)=&p4+3p3q+9p2q2&38pq3+31q4= \1
F2( p, q)=2p4+47p3q+393p2q2+1372pq3+1697q4= \1
F2( p, q)=8(71p4+185p3q+144p2q2+31pq3+2q4)= \8,
Minimal index: m=1,
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Solutions: (&6, 2, 1), (&4, 0, 1), (&1, 1, 0), (&1, 1, 1), (0, &4, 1),
(0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 2, &1), (1, 10, &4), (2, 2, &1), (3, 1, &1),
(3, 2, &1), (5, 1, &1), (6, 3, &2), (21, 1, &5).
Example 3.
DK=15188, f (x)=x4&x3&7x2+x+2, Galois group S4 ,
integral basis [1, !, !2, (!+!3)2], n=2, I(K)=1,
m=1, F(u, v)=u3+7u2v&9uv2&59v3=\32
F2( p, q)=p4+14p3q+52p2q2+22pq3&q4=\2, \8, \32
F2( p, q)=2( p4+11p3q+33p2q2+19pq3&26q4)=\2, \8
F2( p, q)=2(11p4+119p3q+447p2q2+649pq3+248q4)=\2, \8,
Minimal index: m=1,
Solutions: (1, &2, 1), (2, 1, &1), (4, 1, &1), (12, 1, &3).
We observe that I(!)=2 but the minimal index is 1 and the elements
given by the solutions generate power integral bases. Hence, we found better
generators for K over Q, e.g. a root of the polynomial x4&7x3+6x+2
obtained from the solution (2, 1, &1).
Example 4.
DK=157609, f (x)=x4&13x2&2x+19, Galois group A4 ,
integral basis [1, !, (1+!+!2)2, (1+!3)2], n=4, I(K)=2,
m=2, F(u, v)=u3+13u2v&76uv2&992v3=\32
F2( p, q)=p4+26p3q+207p2q2+490pq3+309p4=\2,
m=4, F(u, v)=u3+13u2v&76uv2&992v3=\64
F1( p, q)=p4&13p2q2&2pq3+19q4= \1, \4
F2( p, q)=p4+26p3q+188p2q2+96pq3&1792q4=\1, \4, \16,
\64, \256
F2( p, q)=11p4+100p3q+262p2q2+172pq3&81q4=\1, \4, \16,
Minimal index: m=4,
Solutions: (&6, 1, 1), (&1, 1, 0), (0, &3, 1), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0),
(5, 1, &1), (24, 7, &5).
Example 5.
DK=848241, f (x)=x4&x3&16x2&11x+7, Galois group A4 ,
integral basis [1, !, !2, (1+!3)2], n=2, I(K)=2,
m=2, F(u, v)=u3+16u2v&17uv2&576v3=\64
F1( p, q)=p4+3p3q&13p2q2&42pq3&20q4=\1, \4,
Minimal index: m=2,
Solutions: (1, 0, 0), (2, 2, &1), (7, 1, &1), (406, 15, &50).
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4.2. Integral Points on Elliptic Curves
Example 1.
Curve: y2=x3+17,
Solutions: (&2, \3), (&1, \4), (2, \5), (4, \9), (8, \23),
(43, \282), (52, \375), (5234, \378661).
Example 2.
Curve: y2=x3&4x+1,
Solutions: (&2, \1), (&1, \2), (0, \1), (2, \1), (3, \4), (4, \7),
(10, \31), (12, \41), (20, \89), (114, \1217), (1274, \45473).
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